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Abstract— Now a days in machine learning research anomaly detection is the main topic. Anomaly detection is the process of identifying
unusual behavior. It is widely used in data mining, for example, medical informatics, computer vision, computer security, sensor networks.
Statistical approach aims to find the outliers which deviate from such distributions. Most distribution models are assumed univariate, and thus
the lack of robustness for multidimensional data. We proposed an online and conditional anomaly detection method based on oversample PCA
osPCA with LOO strategy will amplify the effect of outliers. We can successfully use the variation of the dominant principal direction to
identify the presence of rare but abnormal data, for conditional anomaly detection expectation-maximization algorithms for learning the model is
used. Our approach is reducing computational costs and memory requirements.
Keywords-PCA; LOO strategy; online updating ; power method; Anomaly detection
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Anomaly detection aims to identify the outliers which deviates
from the existing data. Mainly we observe some small instant
of data which is different from other observation or other data
because of that we may cause serious problems in the real
world.
Practically these anomaly detection are widely used in
homeland security cyber security intrusion detection, credit
card detection etc.
We can’t identify some kind of data which cause severe
problems so for that unseen irregular data online anomaly
detection is introduced in order to detect the anomalies or
outliers in data. Here in this paper we are also using
conditional anomaly detection. There are several data
attributes which human can’t directly identify as anomaly.
Accuracy may also suffer if data attributes consider equally.
Here for that reason we are introduction conditional anomaly
detection. By using this all the attributes will treated equally
while detecting the anomalies without high accuracy.
In some conditions these will not be correctly identify the
outliers for large data sets for example data mean and least
square calculation for linear regression are mainly fragile to
outliers. So because of that reason osPCA(Online over
sampling Principle component anomaly detection) is used.. In
this we are using principle direction to detect the anomalies.
We calculate the principle directions for adding and removing
the data, by comparing those principle directions we can easily
identify the anomalies. LOO strategy is used for calculating
the principle direction in this we can take the principle with
and without the target instance through which we can detect
the anomalies with variation of principle direction. We can
also consider the dPCA based detecting the anomalies but it
not significantly work for large data sets. For conditionally
anomaly detection we are using EM-based model this model

will define that the anomaly is a indicator attributes are non
identical to the environmental attributes.
II.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Mainly it deals with the outliers which are present in the real
world entity. Many of them introduced many techniques and
methods with they are confined to only small amount of data
so that large data can’t handle by these methods. For that
reason we introduces a new technique in order to support large
amount of data i.e real world data like credit card faults
network intrusion etc. In this first we clean the contaminated
data to normal after cleaning pattern extraction is used in order
to extract the pattern after pattern is extracted we then detect
the data whether is contain errors or not by using principle
directions.

Figure 1: Framework of our approach

III.

EXISTING SYSTEM

There are three major approaches for detecting the anomalies,
distribution (statistical), distance based method and density
based methods. Distribution approach is predetermined and
follow some kind of standard and it is more suitable to that
kind of distribution. For distance based approach we calculate
the distance between each data instance and using that distance
we can identify the anomalies. In Density based approach
local outlier factor is used. LOF diagnose the outlierness
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which provides ranking through that we detect the anomalies.
These models mainly expect as univariate so these models
can’t deal with multidimensional data and also these models
may suffer with the noise present in the data.
IV.

vector we can determine the dominant principle direction in
online model. If u calculate the newly added data n times

ut = λut
A

PROPOSED SYSTEM

PCA is used to deal with multidimensional data which
determines the principle directions but the matrix storage can’t
easily extended and also it is not support for large databases. So
for that reason we are using osPCA with online updating
technique which can be suitable for large data. Here in this
technique we can calculated the eigen vectors without the use
of data covariance matrix.
A. Working process
Working process will have the following steps:
1st step: We must clean the data by using osPCA before start of
the detecting phase. Here we can set some threshold value so
that data can be cleaned based on that value.
2nd step: Now we can start our anomaly detection by using the
threshold value. The newly added data will be compared with
the given threshold if the value is beyond the value given then
it will consider as anomaly.
After that we can also calculate the conditional anomalies for
which we can consider the entire attributes. This will also
consists of some steps

Figure 3: Principle direction of normal data

Figure 4: Principle direction of outlier data

C. Power Method
In many methods if we want PCA we need to find out the n
principle directions for n instances which will drastically
reduces the computational speed and also the memory. For
this purpose we use power method which can find out the
outlier were easily i.e if we duplicate the target instance we
can easily find out the difference between the outlier and
the normal data can be easily find out.

and

Figure 2: Working process of the method

B. Explanaiton
Adding one outlier will not effect the principle direction when
the data that we are using is large. So we introduce this
technique for large scale data problems.
In this we first calculate the principle direction for newly
added data than the normal or original data. All the times it’s
not enough to calculate only the eigen vectors and leaving the
remaining. Our method perform well without sacrificing the
memory and computational cost. Instead of calculating eigen

Here we define the parameter r which reduces the size while
oversampling. From the above equation we can keep only the
matrix and its not necessary to create entire covariance matrix
all the time.
Once the covariance matrix is calculated we can easily find
out the principle directions which will solve the eigenvector
problems which automatically leads to computational
problems. So in order to avoid that problem we can use power
method
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TABLE 1 Comparing our method with the remaining

V.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Comparing with real world data
We verify the our algorithm take the example of real
world data so here we can take some sample data sets
which can be defined in the following table
In this p and n are dimensionality and size of the data and also
we have iterations m, k neartest neighbours.

TABLE 2 Comparison of real world data

If we want to increase the convergence rate we can use the
normal data without oversample by using the following
equation

Now we consider the least square problem which can be
solved by approximating the x and y values so that we can
write as follows

By using this we can calculate the principle direction easily by
using the approximation values and when it likned with our
method we have

Here we take the 90% of normal data and in order to
find out the outliers we take 10% of outlier data. Here
we repeat the same process with five trails and we
calculate the average for those values. We can notice
that the power method with our method the ratio r
will vary from 0.1 to 0.2 while if we take the least
square it will produce fast results and perform best
from some comparisons.
Now take the another example like 2-D data and the
results for that will be represented as

We can also change into the following problem

D. Algorithm:
Figure 5: Example for 2-D data using our method

1.We have to calculate the principle direction u by considering
approximate values of x and y

2. For loop i=1 to n do

VI.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we show how we detect the outliers from large
amount of data using principle direction. By calculating the
principle direction we can find out the effected data easily by
using our method and also update the data without using the
eigen vectors. It doesn’t maintain any matrix and the eigen
vector values in order to detect the errors or the anomalies
using which we can reducing the computational speed. So it is
mainly useful for large scale data like credit card fault or the
network intrusion etc.

3.End the for loop.
Further research will be done on the finding the data when we
are using multiple clustering because as it is more complex in
order to use the principle direction method in order to find out
the error in multi clustered data. For high dimensional data we
can come across the dimensionality problem and using PCA is
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not an recommended approach so we have to go through all
these study in the future scope.
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